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Abstract A narrative review of dynamic models of golf phenomena is pre-
sented, as well as current technologies for measuring the motions of a golfer,
club, and ball. Kinematic and dynamic models of the golf swing are reviewed,
including models with prescribed motions or torques as inputs, and predic-
tive dynamic models that maximize an objective (e.g. driving distance) to
determine optimal inputs or equipment designs. Impulse-momentum and con-
tinuous contact dynamic models for clubhead-ball and ball-ground impacts are
described. The key observations from 172 cited references are extracted and
presented, along with suggestions for future research.
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1 Introduction

From 1980 to 2018, driving distances by professional golfers increased by 40
yards (36 m) [1]. As in other sports, this achievement was partially due to
increased size and fitness of the athletes; the longest-driving professional golfers
have become taller and heavier [2]. However, improvements in golf equipment
design have resulted in even greater performance gains. As evidence, consider
that many senior professional golfers in 2017 were driving the ball 10-28 yards
(9-26 m) farther than they did when they were at their physical peak at age
30 [1,3], and that the top five senior professional drivers in 2020-21 hit the ball
an average of 17 yards (16 m) farther than they did on the PGA Tour in 1995
[1]. Furthermore, jumps in driving distances have coincided with equipment
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innovations such as oversized metal clubheads and solid core golf balls [2,4].
Design improvements to irons, wedges, and putters may also have contributed
to performance gains, e.g. the mean number of putts per green in regulation
on the PGA Tour dropped from 1.816 to 1.768 from 1986-2021; over 18 holes,
this is a gain of almost one full stroke per round1.

Engineers have developed new measurement technologies that provide quan-
titative feedback to golfers and coaches, who use this data to improve swing
biomechanics and club fitting. High-quality measurements have also been used
by researchers to develop dynamic models of the swing, impact, and subsequent
ball flight; these models have been used to explore and develop new equipment
designs, contributing to the improvements we have seen in clubs and balls [4].
Over the past 40 years, these equipment innovations have led to more United
States Patents in golf than in all other sports combined [5,6].

In this paper, a narrative review of research publications on dynamic mod-
els in golf is provided, the first such review paper since 2008 [4,7–10]. The
goal of this paper is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art in golf dy-
namic models to researchers in the field, along with directions to specific works
published in their areas of specialization. The paper begins with a study of
technologies used to measure the dynamics of the golfer and their equipment,
along with examples of their usage in the literature. Then, the structure of
the paper follows the sequence of actions in a golf shot: dynamic models of
the swing (Section 3) followed by impact (Section 4). Aerodynamic models of
the golf ball are outside the scope of the paper. Unless stated otherwise, the
golfer is assumed to be right-handed.

2 Measurement Systems

“Measure what is measurable, and make measurable what is not so.”

Galileo Galilei

Experimental measurements of golf phenomena are essential to understand-
ing the underlying dynamics; these measurements provide value to golfers,
coaches, and researchers alike. Furthermore, high-quality measurements are
required to develop a dynamic model, to identify the parameters of the model,
and to evaluate if the model results match physical reality. In this section, a
review is given of the technologies used to measure the kinematics and dynam-
ics of a golfer, golf club, and ball. Papers that demonstrate the use of these
measurement technologies in golf are provided.

2.1 Golfer Measurements

Countless articles, reports, and books have been published on the kinematics
of the golf swing, often based on subjective opinions of what constitutes an

1 A green is reached in regulation if the number of shots required is 2 less than the par
for the hole, e.g. 3 or fewer shots are needed to land on the green of a par-5 hole.
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effective technique. In contrast, fewer studies have used motion capture equip-
ment, kinematic equations, and software to determine the three-dimensional
position and orientation (3D pose) of the golfer’s body parts during the golf
swing. This kinematic data is often complemented by force plate measurements
of ground reaction forces (GRFs) between the feet and ground [11,12]. Using
the pose and GRF data as input to a multibody skeletal model, one can cal-
culate joint angles, speeds, and torques as functions of time (see Section 3.1),
from which objective conclusions can be drawn [13]. Hume and Keogh [14]
provided an overview of golf experiments that used motion capture, GRF, and
other measured data to obtain meaningful insights into the golf swing.

The established method for tracking human movements is to use a multi-
camera system that tracks physical markers (usually small spheres, see Fig. 1)
attached to bony landmarks on different body parts [14,15]. The multi-camera
images are then processed to obtain 3D positions of markers at any time; with
multiple markers on a body segment, its 3D pose can be calculated for each
video frame. Numerical differentiation of pose data provides translational and
angular velocities. The 3D location of joint centers in a skeletal model can
then be estimated, knowing the relative positions of body-fixed markers, after
which joint angles and speeds can be determined from rigid body kinematics.

Many researchers have used marker-based camera systems to study golf
swings. Chu et al [16] combined motion capture with GRF data to show that
lateral weight-shifting and the X-factor (the relative axial rotation between the
pelvis and upper torso) can influence ball launch speed, as can the rapid un-
cocking (“release”) of the wrist just prior to impact (consistent with previous
dynamic models [17]). Choi et al [18] used motion capture data to show that
professional golfers have smoother swings than amateurs, where smoothness is
characterized by kinematic jerk (the derivative of acceleration). Motion cap-
ture has also been used to determine the contributions of the pelvis and trunk
to the putting stroke [19]. These experimental studies show the importance of
including pelvis, shoulder, and wrist rotations in golf swing models.

Marker-based motion capture systems typically use infrared cameras that
are calibrated for a lab setting. They are not very portable nor easy to de-
ploy outdoors, markers may be occluded if too few cameras are used, and the
markers may interfere with the natural swing of the golfer.

As an alternative to camera-based marker tracking, some authors have used
electromagnetic tracking of sensors attached to body parts. Such systems do
not require direct line of sight and need fewer sensors than camera-based sys-
tems for orientation calculations, but tend to have smaller capture volumes,
larger sensors, and lower sampling frequencies, and are susceptible to field dis-
turbances from metallic objects or electrical sources. Electromagnetic tracking
was used by Neal et al [20] and Tinmark et al [21] to study the proximal-to-
distal sequencing of joint kinematics in a golf swing; dynamic models have
shown how clubhead speed is increased by this sequencing [22].

Inertial measurement units (IMUs) have recently seen growing adoption
by golf researchers. These wearable sensors use accelerometers and rate gyro-
scopes to calculate the pose of body parts during a swing; advances in signal
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Fig. 1 A. Camera-based motion capture of golf swing with force plates under feet. B.
Marker placements on back. Reproduced from [94]

processing over the past decade, including kinematic model-based Kalman fil-
ters, have reduced the drift error associated with IMUs [23]. Their position
accuracy does not match that of marker-based systems, but IMUs can be de-
ployed more easily in the field since they do not require external cameras nor
transmitters. Similar to markers and electromagnetic sensors, wearable IMUs
may affect the natural swing of the golfer. IMUs on the hand and upper arm
have been used to distinguish amateur from professional golf swings [24] and
to calculate the time-varying wrist angle [25], thereby providing real-time data
to the player or coach on wrist release. However, Lückemann et al [26] cau-
tioned that an IMU placed on the wrist did not give precise measurements
of clubhead speed. Using data from IMUs on the head, left wrist, and pelvis,
Kim and Park developed artificial intelligence (AI) algorithms to identify the
timing of four key events in the golf swing [27].

Markerless motion capture from multi-camera RGB video recordings is an
emerging technology for measuring the 3D kinematics of a golf swing. It can be
seen as an advance on current algorithms that track a manually-identified point
in a 2D video recording, which have been effective for sports video analysis
[28]. Using multi-camera video recordings of a golf swing and AI algorithms,
the current state-of-the-art being convolutional neural networks (CNNs), the
3D locations of joint centers (including occluded joints) are estimated at each
video frame [29]. With a suitable skeletal model of known dimensions, the 3D
pose of the golfer is calculated automatically. The need for calibrated multiple
cameras limits the portability of these systems, but they can be used indoors
and outdoors with natural lighting and, with no attached markers, the golfer
is able to swing freely.

At the time of writing, several research groups are developing AI algorithms
to track the 3D movements of golfers, using only one camera. Park et al [30]
and Lv et al [31] used depth cameras to locate 3D human joint centers with
a mean error of 2.9 and 1.7 cm, respectively. However, these infrared cameras
are too slow to detect the moment of impact [32] and cannot be used outdoors.
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In contrast, RGB video (e.g. from a smartphone) offers maximum ease of de-
ployment both indoors and outdoors. McNally et al [33] developed a database
of golf videos (GolfDB) and a CNN algorithm that identifies the timing of
eight key events in the golf swing from single-camera RGB video images. Ko
and Pan [34] used a CNN to calculate rotation angles for the pelvis, upper
thorax, shoulder, and head from single-camera RGB images; the angles were
estimated to within 4-5 degrees of measurements obtained from an IMU-based
motion capture suit. State-of-the-art “lightweight” CNNs for human pose es-
timation can now be deployed on the processors in modern smartphones [35],
but they are less accurate than the motion capture methods described above;
given the pace of research in pose estimation [36], substantial accuracy gains
are expected soon.

Strain gauges and pressure sensors can be used to measure the contact
forces and moments exerted by the golfer on the grip. Koike et al [37] reported
good agreement between these measurements and values calculated using in-
verse dynamic models (Section 3.1). Budney [38] found that the left fingers
apply a relatively large force during the entire swing to counteract centrifugal
club forces, while the right fingers apply impulsive loads during the downswing
to accelerate the club. Using thin film force and pressure sensors, Komi et al
[39] observed that individual golfers have a unique and repeatable grip force
“signature”. Rather than these external sensors applied to the hand or club,
one can imagine future force sensors being integrated into the construction of
golf grips that have the same look and feel as traditional grips [40].

Several physiological variables can be measured during the golf swing. Elec-
tromyography (EMG) sensors can measure the activity of muscles that create
the forces needed to swing a club [41,42]; Verikas et al [43] used surface EMG
measurements of the arm and shoulder muscles to predict clubhead speed.
With recent advances in wearable sensors and AI algorithms, there are many
opportunities to correlate golfing performance with signals from sensors that
measure heart rate [44], brain activity [45], galvanic skin response, and other
physiological signals. In future, these measurements might be synchronized on
a smartphone with camera and GPS data that can be mined by AI algorithms
to provide immediate feedback to the golfer.

2.2 Club and Ball Measurements

There are many static measurements of a golf ball and club that are needed for
kinematic and dynamic models, including club length and loft angle, shaft flex-
ibility, clubhead geometry and mass properties, and ball diameter and mass.
Equipment to measure these parameters can be purchased or custom-built.
To determine compliance with the Rules of Golf (specifically The Equipment
Rules [46]), the R&A Rules Limited and the United States Golf Association
(USGA) make static and dynamic measurements of golf clubs and balls, includ-
ing clubface flexibility and coefficient of restitution, and ball carry distance for
standardized launch conditions. The focus of this section is the measurement
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of dynamic phenomena for the club and ball that supports the development
and validation of dynamic models.

The same marker-based systems for human motion capture can also be
used to measure the motion of a golf club (Fig. 2), provided the camera frame
rate is high enough [47]. Researchers have used multiple high-speed cameras
to track markers on the clubhead and ball [48–52], from which the clubhead
velocity and orientation before and after impact can be calculated, along with
the location of impact on the clubface. Marker-based measurements allowed
researchers to investigate the effects of face orientation and impact location
on the subsequent ball motion, and supported the development of dynamic
impact models (Section 5).

Marker-based experiments were used by Haeufle et al [53] to show that
mean clubhead speed did not decrease when heavier clubs were swung, in con-
trast to predictions by a simple model [54]. Using a similar setup, Worobets
and Stefanyshyn found that the mean clubhead speed was unchanged for 40
golfers swinging shafts with five different stiffnesses [55]. However, subject-
specific differences were found in 27 of the golfers, who had higher clubhead
speeds with a more flexible shaft. This finding supports the idea that perfor-
mance can be improved with a shaft tailored for the individual golfer [56], an
idea promoted in subsequent model-based studies [57].

Fig. 2 IMU and optical markers attached to shaft below the grip. Reproduced from [23]

Multi-camera motion capture has also been used to track markers placed
on golf putters, which only require three non-collinear markers on the club
if shaft deflections are negligible; more markers can provide greater tracking
accuracy [58]. Using three markers to measure putting motions that were then
input to the 3D Newton-Euler equations, Shimizu et al calculated the corre-
sponding grip forces and moments [59]. They observed that transverse forces
and moments can cause rotation about the shaft axis, and that the golfer must
apply a corrective moment about this axis to square the clubface at impact.

Researchers have tracked markers on both the driver clubhead and grip [60,
61]; from movement of the head relative to the grip, the time-varying bending
deflections in the plane of motion (“lead/lag”) and perpendicular to this plane
(“toe up/down”) were calculated. The results confirmed the expected forward
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bend of the shaft (lead) at impact, which increases the effective loft at impact
(the “dynamic loft”), plus a significant toe-down deflection (or “droop”) —
results that are consistent with dynamic models of the flexible shaft [62,63].

Strain gauges mounted on the shaft can also be used to measure time-
varying bending deflections and torsion during a golf swing [64,65]. These
measurements support the development of flexible shaft models and have been
validated against deflections calculated using a multi-camera marker-based
system [60]. From strain gauges applied to both flat panels and golf shafts,
Betzler et al showed that static material tests are sufficient to characterize the
stiffness properties of shaft models used in dynamic swing simulations [66].
They also found that an individual golfer has a repeatable time-varying pattern
of deflection, which is different from that of other golfers, again pointing to
the existence of a unique swing signature [67].

IMUs have also been used to track the movement of golf clubs (Fig. 2).
King et al developed a lightweight (25 g) wireless IMU fitted inside the grip of
a putter [68]. Using kinematic transformations of IMU data, they computed
the time-varying 3D pose of the clubhead to within 3 mm and 0.5 degrees, as
well as the clubhead velocity and ball impact location. Other researchers have
mounted IMUs on putters [69,70], but without validating their measurements.
Jiao et al developed a CNN that uses data from strain gauges and an IMU
to classify a full swing into one of nine types (e.g. slice, hook, pull) with a
classification accuracy of 95% [71]. Recently, Lombardo et al placed a 20-
gram IMU near the clubhead of an unspecified club; results were obtained for
clubhead orientation during a swing, but results were not validated and the
accelerometers saturated [72]. Future advances in hardware and software are
needed before IMUs can accurately track the rapidly-changing 3D pose of a
golf clubhead, especially drivers.

One can also measure the movement of a golf club or ball or both using
portable devices that can be deployed indoors or outdoors. One such system
uses three ultrasound receivers to track three transmitters on a golf putter,
from which the 3D pose of the putter head was obtained with an accuracy
of 0.1 mm and 0.1 degrees [73]. Ultrasound is susceptible to loud noises or
strong winds, and has a limited capture volume that makes it appropriate
for putting but not a full swing. An ultrasound system has been used to show
that face angle has more influence on the direction of a putted ball than putter
path or impact point [74], and to compare the performance of standard, long,
and belly putters [75]. Another portable system uses four battery-powered
non-coplanar LED lights, attached to a putter shaft, that are tracked by a
camera-based system [76]. Similar to IMUs and ultrasound transmitters, the
LED attachments add mass to the shaft (which may affect the stroke), and
only the club motion is measured, not that of the ball.

In contrast, multi-camera systems deployed in a portable device can track
visible features on a clubhead or ball or both using high-speed cameras and
image processing algorithms to compute 3D poses and velocities. The measured
ball launch conditions can be input to an aerodynamic model to compute ball
trajectories [77], or to a ball-ground contact model (for putting, Section 4.3).
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These stereoscopic “launch monitors” have become popular for use indoors
as part of a golf simulator or for research [51,52], and for training outdoors.
Radar-based technologies have also been deployed in launch monitors to track
a substantial portion of the ball trajectory; clubhead conditions at impact are
estimated using an impact model (Section 4). In newer launch monitors, radar
and camera measurements have been fused to increase accuracy. Leach et al
[78] compared radar-based and camera-based launch monitors, using high-
speed camera measurements as the reference, and concluded that: (1) ball
motions are measured with high accuracy but clubhead measurements may
not be accurate enough for some research applications, and (2) either type of
launch monitor provides sufficient accuracy to golfers, coaches, and club-fitters
for the purpose of improving performance.

3 Multibody Dynamic Models of the Golf Swing

“All models are wrong, but some are useful.”

George Box

The human body has over 200 bones connected by 360 joints that are
actuated by 650 muscles, all controlled by a complex and efficient nervous
system. But for many people, this system meets its match when they try to
swing a golf club such that it makes direct contact with the ball at high speed
and with correct orientation. This is a challenging task due to the complexity
of the golf swing, which requires highly-synchronized timing of multiple human
joints [13]. Furthermore, the golf swing is sensitive to club design parameters
such as shaft flexibility [60] and mass [79]. It is critical that the biomechanical
characteristics of the golfer are addressed during the equipment design and
selection process [80]; combined models of the golfer and club support the
design of new equipment that improves athletic performance.

Many researchers have created biomechanical models of the golf swing, the
last review of which was provided in 2008 by Betzler et al [9]. An updated
narrative review is provided here, in which golf swing models are placed in
one of three categories: (1) models for which the inputs are measured motions
(kinematics), (2) models in which the inputs are manually-prescribed torques,
and (3) predictive simulation models in which optimal control methods are
used to obtain the dynamic inputs that maximize some objective function
(e.g. driving distance). The third category is particularly interesting since these
models represent virtual golfers that respond to golf club design changes (e.g.
mass, shaft length) similar to a real golfer, as long as the model represents
the biomechanics and club dynamics with sufficient accuracy. If that is the
case, these predictive models can provide cheaper, faster, and more objective
evaluations of new club designs than those obtained from human testing.
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3.1 Models Driven by Measured Motions

Using motion measurements described in Section 2, one can create kinematic
or inverse dynamic models that provide valuable metrics to the golfer or coach.
Motion capture data can be combined with a link segment kinematic model
to estimate joint angles and speeds, which provide insights into the proximal-
to-distal “kinematic sequencing” of a golf swing [81]. Using estimates of the
inertia properties of different body segments, an inverse dynamic analysis [82]
can convert kinematic and GRF measurements into the driving torques at the
different joints involved in the swing.

In 1967, Williams [83] used “multi-flash photography” of Bobby Jones’s
golf swing to create a double-pendulum model, in which the upper pendulum
represents the left arm (for a right-handed golfer) rotating about a fixed shoul-
der joint, and the lower pendulum is a rigid golf club rotating about the wrist
joint (Fig. 3). From the dynamic equations, Williams was able to calculate the
forces applied to the grip and the work done by the golfer, and investigate the
role of the wrist joint in generating clubhead speed. He proposed that clubhead
speed could be maximized by locking the wrist at the start of the downswing,
and then letting the wrist freely unhinge (zero wrist torque) from the time of
wrist release to ball impact. Cochran and Stobbs [84] also proposed a planar
double-pendulum model of the golf swing, and used high-speed photography
to show how the model was a good fit to the kinematics of elite golfers.

Fig. 3 Double-pendulum model of golf swing from top of backwswing (a) to impact (d).
Reproduced from [110]

In the 1980s, Vaughan [85] and Neal and Wilson [86] recognized that golf
swings were not planar and created 3D inverse dynamic models. Vaughan used
the measured club motion to calculate the force and torque applied by the
hands, while Neal and Wilson used the arm and club motions to compute the
shoulder and wrist torques during the swing; unlike Williams’s free-wheeling
wrist joint model, they reported large positive values of wrist torque for elite
golfers during the short interval (∼40 ms) just before impact.
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In the 1990s, researchers used measured grip kinematics as inputs to dy-
namic simulations of clubs with flexible shafts. Nesbit et al used this approach
to investigate the effects of different iron clubheads on the deflections of the
shaft, modelled as 15 rigid segments connected by 3D massless beams with
stiffness and damping [87]. Sandhu et al used Rayleigh beam theory to develop
a computationally-efficient analytical model of a shaft with variable geometry
and stiffness along its length [88], the goal being to match the stiffness profile
of the shaft to the swing of a given golfer. Furukawa et al used experimen-
tal measurements of a driver swing to determine the generalized forces and
torques that should be applied to a finite element (FE) model of the shaft,
to study the effect of grip acceleration on shaft deflections [89]. Tanaka and
Sekizawa used an FE model of the carbon fiber structure of a driver shaft,
with measured grip kinematics as prescribed inputs; the authors used this
model to demonstrate the effects of torsional stiffness and impact timing on
the clubhead orientation at impact [90].

Nesbit [91] created a 3D biomechanical model of the human golfer, us-
ing commercial multibody dynamics software (MSC.Adams), plus a flexible
shaft modelled as 15 rigid segments connected by springs. Unlike most pre-
vious models with only a few driven joints (“degrees of freedom”, or DOF),
Nesbit’s biomechanical model included 15 segments connected by 15 joints.
The model was driven by experimental kinematics, and the computed outputs
included the clubhead motion, shaft deflections, and joint torques and powers.
Validation of the model was provided by good visual agreement between mea-
sured and computed ground reaction forces. Demircan et al [92] also created a
biomechanical golfer model, using open-source modelling software (OpenSim);
the torque-generating capacities of 100 muscle forces were used to compute
maximum joint torques, which were then related to the acceleration of the
clubhead (assuming a rigid golf shaft). The need for 3D models and analyses
was firmly established by Smith et al [93], who showed that 2D analyses could
result in large errors in kinematic variables like the X-factor.

Recent improvements to kinematically-driven golfer models include the
work of Bourgain et al [94], who replaced a spherical joint model of a shoul-
der joint with a physiological model including scapula and clavicle, thereby
increasing the fidelity of their OpenSim model. Choi and Park [95] tackled
the inverse dynamic indeterminacy due to the closed kinematic chain formed
by two arms gripping a club. In contrast to most works that only model the
leading (left) arm, Choi and Park included both arms in their model and used
measurements of grip force and torques to resolve the indeterminacy and solve
for joint torques in both arms. Takagi et al [96] accomplished a similar feat for
the lower body, using inverse dynamics and GRF measurements to solve for
the torques in the leading and trailing ankle, knee, and hip joints.

Future research might use optimization methods instead of force measure-
ments to resolve the redundancy in joint torques for closed kinematic chains
in the golfer model, similar to what is currently done to solve the muscle re-
dundancy problem, i.e. solving for the multiple muscle forces that contribute
to the resultant torque at a joint [97]. By including detailed Hill-type models
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[82] of muscles in future golfer models, instead of net joint torques, the con-
tributions of individual muscles may be identified and used to improve golfer
performance and reduce the risk of injury.

3.2 Forward Dynamic Models Driven by Prescribed Torques

The previous models offer useful insights into the kinematics and kinetics of a
golfer, but they require motion measurements (as inputs) that may be expen-
sive and difficult to obtain outside a research laboratory. To reduce the de-
pendency on experimental movement data, some researchers have created for-
ward dynamic models of the golf swing that are driven by manually-prescribed
torques. The challenge here is to find and prescribe joint torques that create
simulated movements that are representative of real golf swings.

Milne and Davis achieved this using strain gauge measurements on the
golf shaft to determine appropriate values for shoulder and wrist torques in
a double pendulum model of a driver swing [64]. Both torques were found
to be ramp functions of time. The lower pendulum (the club) was modelled
using analytical beam theory, and the simulation results were consistent with
experiments that showed that (1) the shaft bends forward at impact, thereby
increasing the dynamic loft for longer drives [60], and (2) the shaft flexibility
has little effect on clubhead speed [55].

Jorgensen [98] applied shoulder and wrist joint torques to the rigid double-
pendulum model of Williams, and provided a constant horizontal acceleration
of the shoulder joint as an additional input to the two differential equations of
motion. In his “standard swing” model of the downswing, the shoulder torque
was constant and manually tuned to obtain simulation results that match high-
speed photographs. Similar to Williams’s earlier model, the wrist provided a
reaction torque that naturally decreased while maintaining a constant wrist
cock angle; once this reaction torque went to zero, the wrist was released and
the applied wrist torque was set to zero (free-wheeling). Jorgensen modelled
the club flexibility using a rotational spring just below the grip; this simple
model was sufficient to show forward bending of the shaft at impact. Picker-
ing and Vickers [54] used a similar double-pendulum model with prescribed
torques, but without shaft flexibility and with the teed ball not constrained
to lie directly below the shoulder joint (as previous models assumed). They
confirmed the observation that horizontal clubhead speed was maximized by
teeing the ball ahead of the shoulder joint location, i.e. towards the left heel.

Chen et al [99] drew a similar conclusion about optimal ball position for
maximum clubhead speed at impact, using a rigid double-pendulum model
of the downswing in which constant values of the shoulder and wrist torque
(after wrist release) were manually tuned. Consistent with the experiments
of Neal and Wilson [86], they found that a positive wrist torque just before
impact increased clubhead speed. Suzuki et al [100] also used a torque-driven
double-pendulum model, but with a flexible golf shaft, and manually adjusted
the timing parameters of piecewise linear torque functions at the shoulder and
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wrist to maximize clubhead speed at impact. Suzuki et al [101] then included
human torque limits in their shoulder and wrist torque functions, and modelled
a 3D golf club with an Euler-Bernoulli beam model for the shaft (assuming
constant properties along its length) and an offset point mass for the clubhead;
the model was used to explore relationships between wrist torque timing, shaft
bending, and clubhead speed.

More recently, Lee and Park [102] used a torque-driven double-pendulum
model to estimate the rotation of the arm, given IMU measurements of the
club rotation. The wrist torque was calculated from inverse dynamics of the
club, while the shoulder torque was parameterized as a linear combination of
arm angle and angular speed. The constant parameters were then tuned in a
forward dynamic simulation until the club kinematics matched the IMU mea-
surements. The result was an estimation of arm kinematics without directly
measuring them, which showed the power of combining wearable sensors with
dynamic models.

McGuan [103] used the MSC.Adams software to create a biomechanical
model with many DOF and a continuous flexible shaft model. Joint torques
were proportional to the difference between simulated and experimental joint
angles. Thus, the control torques drove the motion to reproduce a recorded
baseline movement, i.e. the simulation required kinematic measurements as in-
put. By altering the control gains, the baseline swing could be modified by the
simulation so as to maximize some objective (e.g. clubhead speed) for golf clubs
with different mass or stiffness. Kenny et al [104] also used an MSC.Adams
model, in which the prescribed joint torque inputs were obtained from an
inverse dynamic analysis, i.e. measured kinematics were again required.

While kinematic-driven models remain popular for kinematic and inverse
dynamic analysis, manually-tuned torque-driven models have become less pop-
ular as researchers have switched their attention to predictive dynamic models
that do not require manual tuning or experimental data to perform “what-if”
simulations of new swings or golf clubs.

3.3 Predictive Dynamic Simulation Models

Rather than manual tuning of joint torques, optimal control theory can be
used to find the time-varying input torques/forces that maximize some objec-
tive function like clubhead speed or driving distance. The resulting simulation
models are arguably more useful than kinematically-driven models, since they
can be used to predict the effects of new golf club designs in silico; essentially,
the virtual golfer will adjust their swing to optimize their performance for dif-
ferent golf club designs. In this way, the golfer’s swing can be optimized for a
given club, or new golf clubs can be tested and optimized by a computer before
prototyping and final evaluation by the golfer [105]. Of course, the determi-
nation of the optimal swing or club is limited by the fidelity of the dynamic
model.
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Rao [106] provided a detailed overview of the mathematical formulations
and numerical methods used to solve optimal control problems (OCPs), which
are classified as either indirect or direct methods. In an indirect method, the
calculus of variations is used to convert the OCP into a boundary-value prob-
lem in which differential equations are solved while satisfying boundary condi-
tions. In a direct method, the states or inputs or both are discretized in time,
thereby converting the OCP into a nonlinear optimization method. There are
commercial and open-source software packages available for solving an OCP
using either an indirect (“optimize, then discretize”) or direct (“discretize,
then optimize”) method. In a third approach, one might represent the time-
varying input torques as parametric functions of time (e.g. polynomial with
constant coefficients), which transforms the continuous OCP into a parameter
optimization problem that is more easily solved.

The first predictive golf swing simulation was in 1975 by Lampsa [17], who
used a 2D rigid double-pendulum model of the downswing and indirect optimal
control methods to find the time-varying shoulder and wrist joint torques that
maximized clubhead speed at impact. Lampsa obtained important insights
into the golf swing, including the effects of club length and mass on the swing
dynamics [77,79], and the importance of a late wrist release for maximimizing
clubhead speed [101]. Campbell and Reid [107] also used indirect methods, but
with torso rotation included in a 2D triple-pendulum (3-DOF) model of the
swing, to solve for the torso, shoulder, and wrist torque inputs that maximized
clubhead speed without exceeding joint torque limits. Similarly, Kaneko and
Sato [108] combined indirect optimal control methods with a 3-DOF triple-
pendulum model of the downswing to study the effects of club mass and inertia
on the swing, and to find torso, shoulder, and wrist torques that minimized
joint torques or powers. They found that the minimum-power torques were a
good visual match to plots of experimental torques, but this may be because
the experimental values were used as the initial guess for the OCP, which may
have converged to a local optima near the initial guess.

In a parameter optimization approach, Ming et al [109] used Fourier se-
ries to represent the shoulder and wrist joint torques in a double-pendulum
model with flexible shaft; the Fourier coefficients of the optimal joint torques
were obtained by minimizing either mechanical work or the derivatives of joint
torques. Consistent with Kaneko and Sato, they found that minimizing me-
chanical work provided a better match to human swings. Using 2D double- and
triple-pendulum models of the downswing, with a rotational spring to repre-
sent shaft bending, Sharp [110] parameterized the input torques using linear
and hyperbolic tangent functions of time. Parameter optimization provided
the input torques that maximized clubhead speed. As with other approaches
that only consider clubhead speed, and not clubhead conditions at impact (e.g.
angle of attack, dynamic loft, face angle), the resulting ball launch conditions
were likely not optimal. Examining the Supplementary Material from Sharp,
it seems that the shaft was not bending forward at impact and the clubhead
had a negative angle of attack, neither of which is conducive to maximizing
the driving distance.
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Sprigings and Neal [111] used a 2D rigid triple-pendulum model of the
downswing, with torques applied to the torso, shoulder, and wrist joints. No-
tably, they were the first to use “muscle torque generators” (MTGs), paramet-
ric functions of time that captured the activation and force-speed behaviour
of human muscles:

T (t) = Tact
(ωmax − ω)

(ωmax + Γω)
(1)

in which the active muscle torque was given by:

Tact(t) = Tmax

(
1 − e−t/τ

)
(2)

where T (t) was the time-varying joint torque at time t following muscle ac-
tivation, Tmax was the maximimum isometric torque achievable by the hu-
man, τ was the muscle activation time constant, ω and ωmax were the joint
angular speed and its maximum possible value, respectively, and Γ was a
constant shape factor for the torque-speed equation (1). This relationship for
concentric muscle contractions captured the phenomenon that muscle forces
decrease with increasing speed of contraction, which affected the maximum
torque achievable at different points along the golf swing. Sprigings and Neal
used parameter optimization to find the muscle firing pattern that maximized
clubhead speed, and showed that unrealistic results are obtained when the
properties of muscles are ignored in the torque functions.

In a followup paper, MacKenzie and Sprigings [22] extended the 2D model
to a 4-DOF model that included forearm pronation/supination and allowed
the torso and shoulder to rotate about non-parallel axes, resulting in a 3D
golf swing. The active torque equation (2) was augmented with a second term
that allowed deactivation of a muscle during the downswing. The flexible shaft
was modelled as four rigid bodies connected by rotational spring-dampers, and
parameter optimization was again used to find the muscle timings that maxi-
mized horizontal clubhead speed, but with the additional constraint that the
clubhead should be aligned with the target at impact. The model results were
in good agreement with experimental swings by an elite golfer, with root mean
squared errors of 0.66, 1.25, and 1.53 degrees for the arm, torso, and club an-
gles. The authors used their 3D model to (1) confirm the proximal to distal
sequencing of joint torques (i.e. torso-shoulder-forearm-wrist) for maximum
clubhead speed [111], and (2) show that shaft flexibility affects clubhead ori-
entation at impact, but not clubhead speed [55,62]. The model was also used
to demonstrate the effect of clubhead centre of mass location and radial grip
force on shaft deflection [112]

Balzerson et al [113] further extended this model by including the passive
stiffness and damping properties of human joints [114], replacing the discrete
shaft model with the continuous flexible beam model of Sandhu et al [88],
and including models of aerodynamic drag on the clubhead, clubhead-ball
impact, and subsequent ball trajectories. In this way, they optimized the mus-
cle timing (and teed ball position) that maximized ball carry distance, not
just clubhead speed, i.e. the full set of clubhead kinematics at impact were
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Fig. 4 Dynamic 3D model of 6-DOF golfer, flexible shaft, and rigid clubhead. Reproduced
from [116]

optimized. Brown and McPhee [115] used the Balzerson model in the first
application of direct collocation optimal control to the golf swing, again with
the goal of maximizing carry distance. Instead of restricting an MTG to a sin-
gle activation/deactivation during the downswing, the optimal time-varying
muscle activation torque Tact(t) was computed directly.

McNally and McPhee [116] extended the model of Balzerson et al to six
DOF, including two rotations at the shoulder (adduction-abduction and flexion-
extension), and a separate rotation at the pelvis (Fig. 4), thereby allowing the
X-factor to be represented. Unlike previous models, the backswing was also
included in the dynamic simulation, which captured the energy stored in shaft
bending and muscles/joints at the top of the backswing. This required the
extension of equation (1) to include eccentric muscle contractions for nega-
tive joint speeds during the backswing. Again, parameter optimization pro-
vided optimal muscle timings and teed ball position, with the results in close
agreement to the swings obtained from experiments with 10 elite golfers. This
predictive simulation model, along with an experimentally-validated golf shaft
model [63], was used to investigate the effect of shaft balance point on clubhead
speed [57]. Ferguson et al [117] used a similar model to predict the reduction in
carry distance caused by a reduced driver length (from 48 to 46 inches, in line
with the recent Model Local Rule by the R&A and USGA). These examples
are illustrative of the many what-if investigations that are made possible by a
validated predictive simulation model.

Existing predictive dynamic simulations of the golf swing neglect the move-
ment of the lower legs, so future models should include additional DOF to cap-
ture the important contributions of lower limb muscles [96]. If joint reactions
are required (e.g. to study injury mechanisms), then the joint torques or MTGs
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should be replaced with muscle models, including activation and contraction
dynamics and musculoskeletal geometry [82]. The trailing arm should also be
included in predictive simulation models, with optimization used to resolve
the redundancy in driving torques or forces. If the cost function includes ball
launch conditions (or driving distance), then efficient models of clubhead-ball
impacts will be required (Section 4). The objective function might include
more than driving distance; “smooth” swings might be obtained by includ-
ing kinematic jerk in the cost function [18]. Direct collocation methods for
optimal control have become popular in dynamic simulations of human gait
[118], and their use in predictive golf simulations should be explored further.
Given that an optimal control method requires many dynamic simulations for
convergence, a future challenge will be to capture important biomechanical
and dynamic phenomena in models that are computationally efficient and of
sufficient accuracy to draw meaningful conclusions from the simulation results.

4 Dynamic Models of Ball Impacts

A golf swing requires a second or two to deliver the clubhead to the ball, after
which impact occurs and the timescale of the underlying dynamics decreases by
three orders of magnitude. The clubhead-ball impact occurs in less than 1 ms,
during which time the ball goes from rest to its launch conditions, which in turn
determine the subsequent ball flight. Engineers have achieved major advances
in golf equipment design over the past few decades to launch golf balls farther
and straighter [119]. During the period of 1980-2018, when professional driving
distances increased by 40 yards (30 m), metal driver clubfaces and solid-core
golf balls were introduced to increase the efficiency of impact, along with
lightweight graphite shafts to increase swing speed and oversized clubheads
that reduce sidespin and ball speed loss on off-centre impacts.

These advances in equipment design were facilitated by dynamic mod-
els of clubhead-ball impact, which can be discrete models using the impulse-
momentum principle and a coefficient of restitution, or continuous models in
which normal contact and tangential friction forces are represented explicitly
[120,121]. These two approaches to clubhead-ball impact modelling are dis-
cussed in the next two subsections, followed by a review of dynamic models of
a golf ball hitting the ground or rolling on a putting green.

4.1 Impulse-Momentum Models

By integrating Newton’s second law with respect to time, one obtains the
impulse-momentum (IM) principle, which states that the change in momen-
tum of a body is equal to the time integral of applied forces (the “impulse”).
IM models are well-suited to impact problems in which the bodies have neg-
ligible displacements during an impact that is brief, which is the case for a
clubhead striking a ball. However, they do not represent the ball or clubhead
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deformations explicitly, and time-varying values of the normal contact and
tangential friction forces are not available from IM models [122,123].

Winfield and Tan used an IM model to represent a ball struck by a driver
with a 3D ellipsoidal clubface, which captured the effects of bulge and roll [124].
Taking the scalar components of the vectorial IM principles for translational
and rotational motions, they obtained six equations for the ball and six for
the clubhead. A 13th equation was obtained using the coefficient of restitution
(COR) to relate the ball and clubhead speeds along the axis normal to the
clubface; the Rules of Golf limit this COR to 0.83 with the intention of limiting
driving distances [46]. Finally, two more equations were obtained by assuming
that the ball is rolling on the clubface at the end of impact; this allowed the
tangential speeds of the points in contact to be equated. With these 15 linear
equations, the authors solved for 15 unknowns: the clubhead velocity (three
components) and angular velocity (three components) after impact, the ball
velocity and angular velocity, and the three components of the impulse vector.

Fig. 5 Ellipsoidal clubface striking spherical ball, showing the normal and tangential com-
ponents of linear impulse P acting at the contact location. Vertical moment of inertia (MOI)
of the clubhead is about a vertical Y axis through the centre of mass, while heel-toe MOI is
about the horizontal Z axis. Reproduced from [127]

Using this model, Winfield and Tan determined the clubhead angle of at-
tack (angle from ground plane to clubhead velocity vector, at impact) that
maximized driving distance, for drivers with different loft angles. The authors
assumed that impacts occurred at the “sweet spot”, the point on the clubface
through which the normal axis intersects the clubhead centre of mass (CoM).
With this assumption, and neglecting the shaft so that the clubhead was es-
sentially a free-flying body, the ball was launched with zero sidespin and the
resulting trajectory was 2D.
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Also using the 2D version of Winfield and Tan’s IM model, and assuming
a horizontal clubhead velocity (zero angle of attack), flat clubface, and sweet
spot impacts, Penner obtained an analytical solution for the 2D ball launch
conditions [125]. The COR was a function of impact speed and angle, and a
constant angle (3.3◦) was added to the clubhead loft to account for forward
deflections of the shaft (the dynamic loft). Using models of the ball aerody-
namics and its run on the ground after landing, the author found the clubhead
loft that maximized total driving distance (carry + run) as a function of club-
head speed; the recommendation that higher lofts be used for slower swing
speeds is now widely used by club fitters.

The full 3D IM model was used in several subsequent investigations [126–
128]. Penner studied the effect of driver clubface bulge on impact and the
resulting ball trajectories [126]. The clubface was assumed to be a cylinder,
with constant bulge and zero roll. Assuming zero angle of attack and using
3D versions of the aerodynamic and run models from [125], the author deter-
mined the bulge required to return the ball to the centre of the fairway, for
impacts that were located 2 cm from the sweet spot (towards the toe). Penner
found that the optimal bulge radius increased for larger values of clubhead
volume and mass, and for slower clubhead speeds. Petersen and McPhee in-
vestigated ball speed, backspin, and sidespin for impacts at different locations
on the clubface; they confirmed that moving the CoM towards the heel or
toe produces draw-biased or fade-biased drivers, respectively [127]. Dewhurst
examined the effects of driver design parameters like hosel location, moment
of inertia (MOI) about the vertical axis, and COR on ball trajectories for
centre-face and off-centre impacts [128].

Lindsay combined IM principles with the assumption of ball rolling on a flat
clubface to model the 2D impact (in a vertical plane) by a putter [129]. He used
this model to study the reduction of initial backspin by appropriate selection
of putter loft and inertial properties, the goal being to minimize the initial
sliding distance that precedes pure rolling of the ball. Lindsay concluded that a
putter should have a low MOI about the heel-toe axis, and a low CoM location
that increased the vertical gear effect2. Brouillette replaced Lindsay’s rolling
assumption with a friction model, and investigated the effects of different face
treatments on friction and ball spins [130]. From experiments, he observed
that face treatments such as inserts and grooves changed the contact forces
but, for a given putt length, they had no effect on the ball skidding distance.
Lambeth et al used experiments and a 2D IM model (in the horizontal plane)
to conclude that deviations from the desired ball launch direction for off-centre
impacts are minimized by maximizing the vertical MOI and minimizing the
distance from the putter face to the CoM (CoM “depth”) [131].

2 The “gear effect” refers to the tendency of the clubhead and ball to rotate in opposite
directions following impact. In Fig. 5, the horizontal gear effect implies that a clubhead
rotating clockwise after impact will impart a counter-clockwise spin to the ball, and vice
versa. For impacts above the sweet spot on the clubface, the vertical gear effect reduces the
amount of backspin caused by the club loft.
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Cross used the IM principle to study 2D impacts of a golf ball with a
clubhead or fixed flat plate [132]. Instead of assuming pure rolling of the ball
when it leaves the clubface, Cross introduced non-dimensional quantities to
obtain a sufficient number of equations for solution. One such quantity (λ)
was the friction impulse divided by the normal impulse:

λ =

∫
Fdt∫
Ndt

(3)

where λ ≤ µ, the dynamic coefficient of friction (λ = µ for pure sliding con-
tact). Another non-dimensional quantity introduced by Cross was the “tan-
gential coefficient of restitution”, et, which was analogous to the COR but
in a tangential direction, i.e. it was the ratio of relative tangential speeds of
the points of contact after and before impact [133]. Like COR for the nor-
mal direction, et represented energy loss due to tangential deformation of the
ball; if COR = et = 1, energy was conserved during impact. Unlike COR,
et could take either positive or negative values, and could capture the phe-
nomenon of the friction force changing direction during impact. By setting
et = 0, the special case of pure rolling of the ball was obtained. A drawback of
using the non-dimensional λ or et was that they are not constant parameters,
but functions of the relative orientations, speeds, spins, and properties of the
ball and clubhead/plate. Cross provided experimental values of λ and et for
different ball/surface pairs and impact conditions, and derived the analytical
relationship between λ and et [132].

Dewhurst challenged the long-held assumption that the shaft can be ne-
glected in clubhead-ball impacts, after noticing that ball speed was greater
than that predicted by his IM model for impacts near the shaft [128]. For cen-
tral impacts, he endorsed the recommendation by Cross and Nathan to add
one quarter of the shaft mass to the clubhead [134]. For off-centre impacts,
Dewhurst suggested that the problem “may be beyond reasonable modeling
methods”. To tackle this problem, McNally et al developed a dynamic model
of a driver that included both a flexible shaft and clubhead [135]. From sim-
ulations corroborated by experiments, they also concluded that the force and
torque applied to the clubhead by the shaft can not be neglected; these re-
actions created a stiffening effect that helped maintain clubhead speed and
orientation through impact. Danaei et al [136] adjusted the 3D IM model to
account for the missing shaft, by increasing the clubhead mass by less than
5% of the shaft masss — much less than the 25% previously recommended
[134]. They also accounted for ball deformations by moving the ball CoM by
about 0.5 mm, which resulted in the generation of ball rifle spin about the nor-
mal axis. These modifications provided accurate ball speed predictions (mean
error < 0.03 %) and reduced backspin and sidespin errors by 85%, but fur-
ther improvements to the accuracy of IM models (especially for sidespin) to
capture shaft effects and ball deformations would increase the utility of these
computationally-efficient tools for designing new driver clubheads [137].
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4.2 Continuous Contact Models

Unlike IM models, continuous contact models use explicit representations of
the normal force and tangential friction force between clubface and ball. By
solving the differential equations of motion for the time-varying contact forces
and deformations during impact, additional insights can be gleaned into the
effects of clubhead design parameters on ball launch conditions.

If the geometry and material properties of the clubhead and ball are known,
FE models can be created to determine the normal force and clubhead and
ball deformations during a central impact. By supplementing these FE models
with appropriate models for friction, oblique impacts can be simulated [138].
Chou et al combined a 2D FE model with a Coulomb friction model to study
the oblique impact of a 2-piece ball on a rigid plate [139]. In agreement with
experimental results, the computed COR was found to decrease with increasing
impact speed, and a rougher surface gave higher ball spins than smoother
surfaces for high angles of impact, i.e. typical of those for wedge shots. Tavares
et al used a 3D FE model (plus Coloumb friction) of a multilayer golf ball being
struck by a rigid clubface; they showed that a soft outer cover over a hard inner
layer can provide lower spins to maximize distance with low-lofted clubs, and
higher spins with higher-lofted clubs used near the green [140]. Iwatsubo et
al used 3D FE models of a driver and 2-piece ball, with Coulomb friction,
to simulate the ball launch conditions for impacts at various locations on the
clubface. They confirmed that a larger vertical MOI, or a smaller CoM depth,
resulted in less sidespin from off-centre impacts [141].

The previous FE models all neglected the shaft during impact. To investi-
gate the role of the shaft, Tanaka et al [142] constructed prototypes and FE
models of a flexible shaft connected to simple cylindrical clubheads being im-
pacted by a ball fired from an air cannon; a Coulomb friction model was again
used. The authors obtained good agreement between FE and experimental
results, which showed that the shaft had the effect of reducing the variation
in ball rebound angle, speed, and spin rate for different off-centre impacts.

FE models of the clubhead have been used to optimize the variable thick-
ness across the clubface [143–145], the goal being to minimize the loss in ball
speed resulting from off-centre impacts. FE models of the clubhead have also
been combined with boundary element methods to predict the sound made by
a driver [146,147]; this sound has a strong influence on the golfer’s perception
of the club performance [148], so manufacturers design the clubhead structure
to give a desirable sound of impact.

It is clear that FE modelling is a powerful design tool for investigating the
structure and material properties of clubheads and balls. However, FE impact
simulations can be time-consuming, especially when many iterations are re-
quired in an optimization algorithm used for design or predictive simulations,
and are difficult to integrate with a multibody dynamic model of the golfer and
club. As a result, researchers have developed analytical models of the time-
varying contact loads, in an effort to achieve both accuracy and computational
efficiency. Some of these researchers used Hertz contact theory, in which the
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Fig. 6 Variables used in continuous contact models: δ is depth of penetration, A is contact
area, V is volume of interpenetration (shaded). Reproduced from [150]

normal force is proportional to the indentation depth (deformation) raised to
the 3/2 power — essentially a nonlinear spring model. To capture the loss of
energy during impact, Hunt and Crossley [149] added viscoelastic effects to
this model of the normal force N :

N = kδn + cδn
dδ

dt
(4)

where k and c are the stiffness and damping constants, respectively, n is typ-
ically 3/2, and δ is the indentation depth (see Fig. 6).

Dissatisfied with the accuracy of their IM model for balls impacting a rigid
plate, Lieberman and Johnson developed 1D ball impact models comprised of
two masses making up the ball, connected by nonlinear springs and a linear
damper [151]. Their predictions of rebound velocity and normal force were
in good agreement with experiments. They then combined this model with a
2-piece torsional model of the ball — consisting of a core and shell connected
by a torsional spring and damper, and acted upon by Coulomb friction —
to simulate oblique ball impacts. For lower angles of impact typical of lower-
lofted clubs, they observed sliding of the ball followed by rolling, and a reversal
of the friction force during impact [152]. Cochran also developed 1D models
of near-normal golf ball impacts with a plate or flexible clubface, but used
a Hunt-Crossley model for the force between the two masses comprising the
ball; close agreement with experimental results was found for the normal force,
rebound speed, and contact duration [153].

Arakawa et al showed that predictions of maximum normal force by Hertz
theory were in good visual agreement with plots of experimental measurements
[154]. To model oblique impacts, Arakawa expresseed the friction force F as a
function of the normal force N and the time-varying contact area A:

F = µN + µη
dA

dt
(5)

where η was a constant that scaled the time derivative of A; the second term
allowed for a friction force reversal when dA/dt < 0 during rebound. For a
single impact angle, calculations of time-varying spin from this model were
in good visual agreement with plots of experimental spins at 28 m/s impact
speed, but less so at 61 m/s [155]. More recently, Arakawa assumed the friction
force to be proportional to A and the relative sliding velocity, and obtained a
better agreement to experimental spins; the model was not predictive, since
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measurements were needed to get the time-varying area A appearing in it
[156].

Gonthier et al developed a volumetric model of normal impact force, which
was obtained by integrating Hunt-Crossley contact forces over the contact area;
the resulting force was proportional to the indentation volume V (see Fig. 6),
not depth δ [157]. McNally et al [135] modelled oblique impacts between a club-
head and ball using this volumetric model and a regularized Coulomb friction
model [158], which allowed smooth transitions between static (sticking) and
dynamic (sliding) friction. The results were in good agreement with experi-
mental drives by elite players, with mean errors of 0.17 km/h in ball speed,
0.93 deg in launch angle, and 150 rpm in backspin. Even with a flexible shaft
included in the 3D dynamic model, the impact simulations were sufficiently
fast to be used within predictive simulations of the golf swing.

Maw et al recognized that some parts of the contact patch may be sticking
during impact of a ball on a flat surface, while others are sliding [159]. They
assumed elastic ball properties (normal and tangential) and represented the
contact area as concentric rings; F = µN was used for rings that were sliding,
and lateral displacements of ball and surface were equated for rings that were
sticking. This introduced time-consuming iterative checks at each timestep
of a simulation, but the model captured experimental phenomena such as
the friction reversal for low-lofted clubs. The golf ruling bodies (USGA and
R&A) used the Maw model in their study of spin generation by irons with
different groove shapes, and obtained strong agreement between simulated
and experimental values of normal and tangential forces [160]. Henrikson et al
reduced initial clubhead speeds in the Maw model to compensate for the lack of
energy dissipation in normal forces [161]. Their results were in good agreement
with experiments (mean absolute error of 1 degree on rebound angle from an
inclined plate), and showed the effects of clubhead-ball parameters (e.g. face
angle and friction) on ball launch conditions. Future extensions to the Maw
model might include different coefficients of friction for sticking and sliding,
and a viscoelastic Hunt-Crossley model of the normal force.

Caldwell and McPhee compared four impact models to experimental data
for drivers, and concluded that there is room for improvements in the accuracy
of IM and continuous models, especially for ball sidespin predictions [137].
Future models may use trained neural networks to compute contact forces
relatively quickly from the impact conditions [162]; accuracy will depend on
the amount of data available for training. Apart from [132,160,161], there
seems to be little work published on the modelling of ball impacts with irons
or wedges, especially the prediction of sidespin and rifle spin, which represent
additional opportunities for future research.
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4.3 Ball-Ground Contact Models

After launched, the ball will eventually impact the ground, flagstick, or hole
(ideally). Several dynamic models have been proposed for balls landing on the
ground, rolling on a green, or interacting with the hole or flagstick.

In an early and comprehensive study of ball motions in sports, Daish de-
veloped an IM model of golf balls landing on a flat ground [122]. He used a
constant COR of 0.5 to calculate vertical rebound speeds, and conditions of
pure sliding or rolling (as appropriate) to determine horizontal ball motions.
His model was able to predict the sharp halt of a ball hit into a green with
high backspin by a wedge.

Penner used a similar IM model for ball bounces, but with the COR de-
creasing with impact speed, and assumed pure rolling conditions for a ball hit
by a driver and landing on a flat fairway [126]; following a series of bounces
of decreasing height, the distance rolled by the ball was determined using a
rolling resistance model. The total ball run was the sum of the bouncing and
rolling distances. In a followup paper, Penner accounted for the deformation
of the ground during ball impact [163]. This “pitch mark” caused the impact
surface to rotate by an angle θc that depended on impact speed and angle. By
rotating the flat plane by θc, the previous IM model could be re-used, result-
ing in higher rebounds that better matched experimental observations. Penner
found that the dominant factor that determined the total run of a drive was
the ball angle of impact with the ground. Using experimental data, the USGA
and R&A recently endorsed this conclusion and observed that the total run
could be accurately modelled as a linear function of the angle of impact [164].

Haake [165] used high-speed photography to measure incoming and outgo-
ing velocity and spin of golf balls launched downwards into different greens.
Depending on its characteristics, each green was classified into one of two
types: “rolling” greens for which the ball tended to rebound with topspin, and
“slipping” greens in which the ball retained backspin after impact if the incom-
ing backspin was high enough. Using this experimental data, Haake developed
a continuous 2D viscoelastic model of the rigid ball impacting a two-layered
turf, with the upper layer (grass and roots) represented by Kevin-Voigt models
in the vertical and horizontal directions, and the lower layer (soil) by dampers.
The model was able to predict the first two bounces of the ball and the sub-
sequent forward or backward roll. Roh and Lee used the IM model of Penner
[163] to study balls landing on fairways or greens; they concluded that balls
can bounce forward on firmer greens before running backwards, and the di-
rection of bounce depends on backspin and green friction [166]. In future, it
would be interesting to study the 3D motion of balls impacting greens with
both backspin and sidespin.

About 40% of shots by players on the PGA tour are putts; given the im-
portance of putting, several models have been developed for balls moving on
greens. Daish presented a model of the initial sliding motion of a putted ball
[122], while Penner provided a detailed analysis of the subsequent rolling mo-
tion [163]. Similar to a rolling tire, the normal force under a rolling ball acts
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slightly ahead of the CoM, thereby creating a rolling resistance moment that
slows the ball. Assuming a constant resistance, Penner modelled the trajec-
tories of balls rolling on inclined greens, and solved for the initial ball launch
conditions that resulted in a holed putt. He concluded that downhill putts are
easier to hole than uphill putts, and that using the smallest possible launch
speed on a sidehill putt gives the largest probability of holing the putt [163].
More complex expressions for rolling resistance were proposed by Hubbard
and Alaways [167] and Roh and Lee [166], as functions of the ball speed and
green Stimpmeter3 reading [168], respectively. Daemi et al modelled the im-
pact with a zero-loft putter, the initial skid, and subsequent rolling motion on
an inclined surface of a ball with offset CoM [169]. The authors found that
small imbalances of the ball had little effect on launch conditions, but caused
putts to be missed that would otherwise have been holed.

Holmes investigated the dynamic phenomena that occur when the ball
interacts with the hole [170]. He solved the equations of motion for balls rolling
on the rim, and developed IM models for balls striking the rim of the cup.
Holmes used these models to predict the maximum capture speed for centre-
face and off-centre putts, which were confirmed by experiments, and concluded
that balls with higher MOI are harder to capture. Penner extended the Holmes
model to account for inclined surfaces [163]. Kuchnicki included impact with
the flagstick in the Holmes model, given the 2019 rule change that allowed
the flagstick to remain in the hole during putting [171]. Consistent with the
experimental study by Mase [172], Kuchnicki concluded that fewer putts were
made with the flagstick left in the hole, except for central impacts by a putted
ball whose speed was too great for holing without the flagstick.

5 Conclusions and the Future

“Prediction is very difficult, especially about the future.”

Nils Bohr

A narrative review of dynamic modelling research and measurements in
golf has been provided. Current technologies to obtain kinematic and dynamic
measurements of the golfer, shaft, clubhead, and ball have been described,
along with research papers that demonstrate the use of these measurements.
Dynamic models of the golf swing have been categorized as models driven by
prescribed motions or torques, or fully predictive models that support “what-
if” simulations of virtual golfers that respond to golf club design changes. Both
impulse-momentum and continuous contact models of clubhead-ball and ball-
ground impacts have been reviewed. Many of the predictions from these swing
and impact models have been accepted by golfers and the golf industry, and
models are now commonly used by manufacturers to design new clubs.

3 A Stimpmeter is a ramp that launches a ball with a repeatable speed on a green; the
distance travelled (in feet) is the Stimpmeter reading of green speed.
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From this review, some promising directions for future research have emerged.
Combining multiple lightweight wearable devices with smartphones and ma-
chine intelligence could provide quick inexpensive feedback to players and
coaches [27,69,71]. Sensors on the golfer or club might be replaced by mark-
erless motion capture of golf swings indoors and outdoors, thereby freeing up
the player to swing more naturally. These non-invasive camera-based mea-
surements may be achieved through the deployment of AI algorithms onto
smartphones with powerful processors, which may in turn support swing im-
provements and club fitting [56]. Subject-specific musculoskeletal models of the
golf swing, including full muscle models, may be developed to match equip-
ment characteristics to the individual player. Experimental validation of the
integrated model of player and club will be essential, and advances in dynamic
models of hand-grip interactions will be required. The ability of predictive sim-
ulations to test new golf clubs in silico may be enhanced by the use of direct
collocation to solve the optimal control problem; objective functions that in-
clude criteria other than driving distance may generate smoother swings that
resolve kinematic and muscle redundancies. Better models of impact with fric-
tion are needed to design the next generation of clubheads, especially irons
and wedges. AI algorithms might be used to develop data-driven models of
golf ball impacts and aerodynamics that simulate quickly, for deployment on
launch monitors or golf simulators using virtual or augmented reality tech-
nologies.

Following the great success of his landmark treatise (Search for the Perfect
Swing [84]) and four subsequent World Scientific Congresses of Golf, Cochran
reviewed the current state of golf equipment technology in 2002 and made
some predictions for the future — many of which are still relevant today [4].
In particular, improvements in golf equipment are limited by the Rules of Golf
and the laws of physics; once these limits are reached, further increases in
distance and accuracy can only come from the players themselves.
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